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A comprehensive deliverance instruction manual, a comprehensive guide to receive freedom from witchcraft setting the captives free. Deliverance manual has been written in a user-friendly and simple format yet is scripturally accurate to keep all things decent and in order. It is important always to allow the Holy Spirit to be in charge. Deliverance is accomplished by the power of the Holy Spirit and in Jesus' name. Pastor Bev Tucker has been ministering in deliverance ministry for over twenty years. She is a sought-after speaker and is committed to seeing the captives set free. Children today are bombarded more than any time in history with satanic influences. There is a war being waged for their imaginations and for their souls. A manual for children's deliverance reveals deliverance truths in simple terms for setting children free from fears, torments, and destructive behavior. Frank and Ida Mae Hammond draw upon their rich experience in dealing with children and in helping them receive the freedom purchased for them through the cross of Jesus Christ. The authors include a special section covering the dangers inherent in and the evil influences of certain toys, games, music, and television. Learn how to help your child deliverance methods and helpful examples are given as well as a listing of demons common to the child's world. A how-to guide for the deliverance worker. A deliverance manual to teach and train in the ministry of deliverance. There is an inherent danger involved in the life of each individual in the present world. The issue concerns an individual's security. How safe are you in the present world scenario from the very place of our residence to the national borders of our countries? No place can be declared safe. The natural calamities, afflictions, crimes, etc., can pronounce their unwelcome entry into our lives at any moment. Is there anything in the word of God which guarantees a divine armor to each believer? In our lifetimes, we encounter many troubles either caused by others or due to our own incorrect decisions. Also, we cannot rule out the possibility...
of what danger awaits us at any point of our lives what matters is not the problem howsoever great or small but the attitude we adopt in dealing with it do we rely on our own efforts or we fall back completely on the sovereign power who created us and is ever ready to answer the cry of a righteous soul this book will satiate the divine appetite of anyone who believes in god and wants to have the experience of living in his presence it also acts to strengthen our spiritual bonds with our heavenly father who loves us so much that he did not spare his only son to bestow us the gift of salvation romans 8 32 this book will teach you how to have the power to command demons in the name of jesus christ to leave you and your house through the power of the blood of jesus you must be confident that god hears you and his glory is not only in you but resting on you begin to utilize your spiritual eyes imagination by cleansing yourself in the blood of jesus see your body covered in the blood of jesus see your soul saturated with the blood of jesus you might feel agitated hear unclean thoughts an assortment of evil thoughts about hatred murder fear and many other negative thoughts you must have control and must be confident and strong in your relationship to jesus to maintain control at all ignore the demonic thoughts and continue covering yourself in the blood of jesus continue to soak yourself in the blood of jesus and pray for revelation to be sure all demons are gone there could be more than one demon this book was birthed from the author's encounter with a student while lecturing on spiritual warfare at bible school in japan the student was a buddhist and had never been to church she had never read the bible or any book about god during this encounter the author explained to the student that if she was to know anything about god or to decide if god is better than buddha she would need to read the bible to know who god is the student agreed to this line of reasoning and promised to read the bible as a result of this encounter along with other reasons the holy spirit impressed upon the author to put together a deliverance workbook to help create an awareness and enlighten the upcoming generation on the important subject matter of deliverance the book explains all the major aspects of deliverance and is
strongly recommended to all churches ministries ministers of god prayer band
intercessory groups prayer ministries bible schools seminaries and all other
christian organizations worldwide the book address such topics as what is deliverance
satanic kingdoms can a christian have demons satanic initiations and much more to
reject the teachings on deliverance is sheer ignorance it is time to rise up and
build a militant army to join hands with jesus christ in destroying the works of
satan 1 john 3 8 the self deliverance manual it is a tool that can be used to help
you strengthen your prayer life instead of waiting for your next deliverance session
this book can take you step by step to live a life of freedom your deliverance is in
your hand you choice to be free or be bond apostle dr simon in this book cover
different areas of your life that you can be delivered from the teaching on this book
are practical identifies specific demons spirits strongholds and other elements of
darkness and offers biblical teachings and strategies for defeating them and
achieving self deliverance a manual to guide in healing and deliverance from diseases
assisting in the following steps 1 first we should seek god for deliverance and
healing this means applying the principles of casting out demons and anointing with
oil for healing 2 second we should fast and pray to the lord for our deliverance and
healing we should allow time for god to answer us this may not be a short period of
time 3 third if god does not heal or deliver us from the infirmity seek the medical
profession for curative medicines or even operations 4 fourth have someone take us
through deliverance or do self deliverance for any spiritual effects of taking
pharmaceuticals or of the cutting of the flesh break and return evil curses that may
have been put upon you what do you do when you need freedom and there is no one
available to help what do you do when the amount of satanic concentration against
your life is so thick that pastors dare not help for fear of the backlash what do you
do when the enemy has separated you from friends and family and you can t find one
person to agree with you what do you do when your presence brings irritation and
attacks to anyone you come into contact with what do you do when unexplained demonic
activities invade your home the answer is simple the method may not be deliverance is the answer so what do you do when there is none to deliver the good news is that jesus christ will deliver you the holy spirit brings about deliverance through yielded human beings therefore it stands to reason that if the extension cord is missing you will need to plug yourself directly into the outlet of power will it be easy it may or may not be easy deliverance can be compared to delivering a baby it may be hard long and involve a lot of effort and pain or it can be quick and easy either way the results are worth the effort in his song hear the footsteps of jesus william j kirkpatrick asked wilt thou be made whole the question still lingers today do you hear jesus calling you to be made whole the children’s deliverance manual is a powerful tool in the hands of parents and caregivers who are devoted to the ministry of raising god fearing children children are the most valuable gifts god has given us their value is indescribable to our churches society and this world they are our future our goal as christian parents and ministers should be to raise our children in the fear honor and admonition of the lord this book equips you for your reasonable service in ministering deliverance to our children the purpose of this manual deliverance training 201 is to provide each and every believer with the tools necessary to bring health healing and wholeness into individuals lives as well as their own it is our experience that many believers who receive deliverance have difficulty maintaining that deliverance or staying free from the bondage that once plagued them this manual will provide support by delivering an understanding as to how the bound person got into the situation they re in as we begin the journey to understanding why we do the things we do we will begin to heal this journey towards deliverance and healing will give us empathy for others as we get healed and delivered we eventually begin to live without being angry when we re no longer judgmental and critical it will eventually lead others to come to us for answers the body of christ has been sent to provide solutions to man’s problems not participate in them one of the greatest benefits of getting yourself delivered is you can then
help others the more we help others the more we ourselves are healed deliverance 201 will also focus on how demons spirits operate where they reside and the various methods they have for invading a person’s life additionally it tackles many common misconceptions of deliverance and removes the mysticism surrounding deliverance healing and wholeness topics covered where demons reside understanding strongholds understanding the strongman renewing the mind how to stay free common misconceptions of deliverance ministry a guide to deliverance ministry explains the biblical record and clarifies what a deliverance ministry is and how it functions in the church of today a manual to assist in deliverance from sexual demons and sins the way you think matters if satan could get you to feel defeated in your thoughts then he can also cause defeat in your actions this rejected way of thinking develops into living in a spiritual grave a person with a grave mindset is faithless fruitless purposeless and powerless though they desire to prosper they are bound in their thinking in order for them to be free they must experience the power of a renewed mind it’s time for you to win to live in the abundance and freedom that is accessible in christ this book provides you with powerful prayers bold decrees and declarations it is packed with the rhema word of god for you to overcome grave thoughts and behaviors deliverance 101 is the first of courses we use to train believers in the deliverance and healing ministry of jesus christ no longer can we afford to treat the ministry of deliverance like cinderella this course brings respect and accountability back to the local church and ministries and reminds them of the high calling in all of the various dimensions of the lord’s ministry this course is a must for all believers but especially for church leaders ministers and pastors destroy the works of the enemy will liberate those who struggle with oppression and depression this book will teach readers how to exercise their authority as christians over all the works of the enemy behind enemy lines deliverance manual workbook will provide you with the tools to attain freedom from sin and live a victorious lifestyle this information will assist anyone in getting delivered from all type of sin the process is the same despite the
stronghold most believers struggle with sensual desires the prime target of this manual is sexual perversion such as fornication masturbation adultery pornography homosexuality fantasy incubus and succubus spirits god has torn me down and built me up in the spirit once the lord jesus christ changed my life there is no hint of residue after surrendering to the call of god i am here today with the keys of deliverance to unlock others from bondage a deliverance manual dealing with issues pertaining to the end times kingdom deliverance ministries deliverance manual will equipt you with the basic tools needed to minister deliverance to individuals or to the masses this book takes a biblical look at the root causes for deliverance along with practical applications the misconception on the subject of soul ties within the body of christ has put us in a place of vulnerability towards the deceptions and attacks of the enemy nowadays some people are knowledgeable on the subject of soul ties in relation to sexual soul ties but most people are completely oblivious to the emotional psychological and spiritual side of soul ties being considerably unaware that not all soul ties are formed through sex but some originate through other means that are subtle and least expected hence this book aims to reveal and expose how soul ties can form spiritually emotionally mentally or psychologically without you realising using the word of god and help of the holy spirit this book discusses what exactly a soul tie is ways they form the manipulative effects they can have on you whilst giving prayerful action plans you can take to sever through them this manual book is perfect for those who want to grow in christ and be freed from soul ties from death into real life gene earline marie moody 14930 jefferson highway baton rouge la 70817 5217 1 225 755 8870 internet stan elizabeth madrak demonbuster com bloodofjesus demonbuster com gene b moody bedelivered com gene moody bedelivered com this is the testimony of my family earline my wife marie my daughter and byron my son we were married in 1955 by dr lee roberson who had a practice of not marrying anyone who was not a christian little did we realize then what a difference it makes for both spouses to be christians and for god to control your family we give god the credit
for our successful marriage of 43 years we were average christians who never had really done anything very bad or very good although i had held most of the positions in the church there was not much love in my heart for others nor did we see much love in the many churches we attended as i moved around the united states following the engineering profession worship services were more of a formality earline had a number of miscarriages thyroid and parathyroid were completely removed as a teenager the doctors said that we could not have any children earline began praying and in 1960 god rewarded us with a beautiful boy we named byron two years later god gave us a beautiful baby girl we named marie they were all the children we could have because of earline s health we went to traditional churches they did not teach us about the miracle working god we did not see the miracles of god for twenty years after several medical checkups culminating in a 500 00 one in 1973 it was conclusively proven that earline had no thyroid or parathyroid according to the doctors she could not be alive but was doing fine at 40 years of age we later recognized that our children were medical miracles we had a near perfect family for 12 1 2 years then tragedy struck byron climbed a tree and touched a 4000 volt power line and fell 50 feet we really began to see god at work in our lives i would like for earline to tell what happened we still don t understand why it had to happen or what all god has done for us on may 22 1973 my world came to a crushing halt as the children played two neighbors came over to join me for tea the children came in for cookies and went out again byron stood by my chair his arm on my shoulder gave me a little hug and said some day he would climb a tree to the very top turned on the run and said you re a nice mom went out the door and climbed a tall cottonwood soon one of the children said that byron had fallen out of the tree one look at byron and i knew only god could help him marie and i began to pray as never before nothing in my life had prepared me for this moment no faith in god rose to meet this crisis on the way to the hospital we became sure that god didn t love us or he would never have let this happen having nothing else to cling to we clung to god anyway and psalm 50 15 at the hospital i accused god
of not living not caring not being he so lovingly said l love you gene and marie more than you love each other more than you love yourselves i love byron more than you do i couldn t believe him i told god if he didn t do something to prove he loved us and that byron was in heaven i would kill them and myself i told him if byron was not in heaven i didn t want any part of it either with all this fussing at god i could only feel love coming to me he said all things are his including the tree the power line and all the earth according to psalm 50 10 12 i heard myself telling satan to remove death from byron in the name of jesus byron lived on as a miracle i didn t know this was possible rebuking satan in jesus name after gene arrived i told all god had said we could not believe that god really was talking we didn t know he talked today as we prayed together god assured us of his love and his everlasting knowledge every believer is called to set the captives free from the author of power to deliver this step by step ministry manual for individuals and teams contains practical instruction on how to bring spiritual deliverance to oppressed and tormented people who desire freedom through a sound biblical foundation specific and direct prayers and proven tools this manual provides a clear concise way to build a ministry team helps you determine who qualifies for this type of ministry and walks you through a succinct process of confronting demonic influence in the life of the ministry recipient you will be equipped to avoid common pitfalls and operate effectively in deliverance ministry the manual includes overview of demonic influence and spiritual deliverance training in building and operating a deliverance team step by step instructions for each level of deliverance prayers to use during ministry pre and post ministry forms for teams and recipients in an age of growing darkness every christian needs a fruitful healthy and simple way to help people with their spiritual needs this clear and comprehensive manual can be used personally in altar ministry or by deliverance teams pastor dennis perez takes an 18 month snapshot of his life that covers his final 6 months of his 15 years in the occult world of santeria espiritismo then takes you on a riveting journey in search of a path out of darkness capturing his
deliverance and his 1st year into the glorious light of Jesus Christ of Nazareth. Pastor Perez's testimony explains the practical application of Santeria Espiritismo exposing various rituals during his 15 years 10 years experience in studying the Torah Bible from a Hebrew perspective under the leadership of Dr. Apostle Elba F. Castillo who taught deliverance patterned after the ministry of Jesus Christ. Pastor Perez presents information on such topics as explains the rank of the orishas he dealt with and how to effectively remove their legal rights, revoke blood pacts, destroy agreements with Satan, cleansing your blood line, effectively revoking Satan's legal access to you, your children steps in receiving ministering deliverance not just a person but also your apartment house or place of business, maintaining deliverance, self-deliverance, your true identity, binding and loosing demons, fasting, praying keys that Jesus spoke about when dealing with high ranking demons, principalities practical, biblically founded tools for the deliverance minister. Answers to commonly asked questions and more. Pastor Perez also included prayers, declarations, decrees that eradicate the legalities of the domain of darkness. Deliverance Sample Questionnaire to assist in the narrowing down the railing spirit that you're dealing with designed to last 10 to 12 weeks. This powerful training manual is full of scriptures, illustrations, instructions, teaching tips, and in-depth lessons that will thoroughly prepare any teacher to train students in the ministry of deliverance. Includes a liability form, a deliverance check list, a homework assignment, a test with an answer key, access to the author, and a certificate of completion to be given to those who finish the course. You have everything you need to launch your own training class and releasing matured and equipped believers into the ministry of casting out devils. This book is designed to teach you how to minister deliverance effectively with skill. It will also teach you about spiritual warfare and how to exercise your authority as a believer. The prayer quake breakthrough deliverance manual is a powerful compendium of prayers designed to wage warfare against the satanic forces of darkness at work against every area of your life. These prayers are reminiscent of the desperate cry of...
Isaiah in Isaiah 64:1-2 that God would rip the heavens apart and come down that the mountain would melt at his presence and that God would make himself known to his enemies it is this urgent cry for help which has pervaded the lives of many people who are crying out desperately for divine intervention that has led the author to develop a series of prayers focused on inviting the power of God to come down and fight against every enemy militating against your life destiny family career business and ministry chains will be broken yokes will be destroyed and burdens will be lifted as you invite the power of God to come down and make himself known to your enemies who are fighting against you relentlessly I don’t know what you are going through today but I prophetically declare to you that help is on the way stuck between a rock and a hard place help is on the way struggling financially to make ends meet help is on the way feeling to quit and give up now help is on the way pressures and struggles of life are seeking to drown you in despair help is on the way whatever situation you are facing right now lift your hands and shout help me Lord may the God who answers by fire give you the victory today School of Deliverance is a 8 weeks practical ministry training manual written by best selling author Apostle Dr Moses Mukwiza this book’s aim is to present truths from the Word of God to you so that you can be equipped and properly trained for deliverance ministry with over twenty years of apostolic and prophetic ministry the author brings a wealth of lifetime experiences and practical insight that will take you to your next level in God and in deliverance ministry.
The Complete Deliverance Manual 2016–11–07

a comprehensive deliverance instruction manual

Deliverance Manual 1997

a comprehensive guide to receive freedom from witchcraft

Witchcraft Deliverance Manual 2016–11–14

setting the captives free deliverance manual has been written in a user friendly and simple format yet is scripturally accurate to keep all things decent and in order it is important always to allow the holy spirit to be in charge deliverance is accomplished by the power of the holy spirit and in jesus name pastor bev tucker has been ministering in deliverance ministry for over twenty years she is a sought after speaker and is committed to seeing the captives set free

Setting the Captives Free: Deliverance Manual 2019–02–11

children today are bombarded more than any time in history with satanic influences there is a war being waged for their imaginations and for their souls a manual for children s deliverance reveals deliverance truths in simple terms for setting children free from fears torments and destructive behavior frank and ida mae hammond draw upon their rich experience in dealing with children and in helping them receive the freedom purchased for them through the cross of jesus christ the authors include a special section covering the dangers inherent in and the evil influences of certain
toys games music and television learn how to help your child deliverance methods and helpful examples are given as well as a listing of demons common to the child’s world

A Manual for Children's Deliverance 1996

a how to guide for the deliverance worker

How to Do Deliverance Manual 2016-11-23

a deliverance manual to teach and train in the ministry of deliverance

Deliverance Manual 2012-08-03

there is an inherent danger involved in the life of each individual in the present world the issue concerns an individual’s security how safe are you in the present world scenario from the very place of our residence to the national borders of our countries no place can be declared safe the natural calamities afflictions crimes etc can pronounce their unwelcome entry into our lives at any moment is there anything in the word of god which guarantees a divine armour to each believer in our lifes journey we encounter many troubles either caused by others or due to our own incorrect decisions also we cannot rule out the possibility of what danger awaits us at any point of our lives what matters is not the problem howsoever great or small but the attitude we adopt in dealing with it do we rely on our own efforts or we fall back completely on the sovereign power who created us and is ever ready to answer the cry of a righteous soul this book will satiate the divine appetite of anyone who believes in god and wants to have the experience of living in his presence it also acts to strengthen our spiritual bonds with our heavenly father who loves us so much
that he did not spare his only son to bestow us the gift of salvation Romans 8:32

**Deliverance Manual 1999–12**

This book will teach you how to have the power to command demons in the name of Jesus Christ to leave you and your house through the power of the blood of Jesus. You must be confident that God hears you and his glory is not only in you but resting on you. Begin to utilize your spiritual eyes imagination by cleansing yourself in the blood of Jesus. See your body covered in the blood of Jesus, see your soul saturated with the blood of Jesus. You might feel agitated, hear unclean thoughts, an assortment of evil thoughts about hatred, murder, fear, and many other negative thoughts. You must have control and must be confident and strong in your relationship to Jesus to maintain control at all times, ignore the demonic thoughts and continue covering yourself in the blood of Jesus. Continue to soak yourself in the blood of Jesus and pray for revelation to be sure all demons are gone. There could be more than one demon.

**Every Believer’s Security and Deliverance Manual 2017–01–03**

This book was birthed from the author’s encounter with a student while lecturing on spiritual warfare at Bible school in Japan. The student was a Buddhist and had never been to church. She had never read the Bible or any book about God during this encounter. The author explained to the student that if she was to know anything about God or to decide if God is better than Buddha, she would need to read the Bible. The student agreed to this line of reasoning and promised to read the Bible. As a result of this encounter among other reasons, the Holy Spirit impressed upon the author to put together a deliverance workbook to help create an
awareness and enlighten the upcoming generation on the important subject matter of deliverance the book explains all the major aspects of deliverance and is strongly recommended to all churches ministries ministers of god prayer band intercessory groups prayer ministries bible schools seminaries and all other christian organizations worldwide the book address such topics as what is deliverance satanic kingdoms can a christian have demons satanic initiations and much more to reject the teachings on deliverance is sheer ignorance it is time to rise up and build a militant army to join hands with jesus christ in destroying the works of satan 1 john 3:8

**DELIVER ME FROM EVIL A SPIRITUAL WARFARE & DELIVERANCE MANUAL 2016-07-08**

the self deliverance manual it is a tool that can be used to help you strengthen your prayer life instead of waiting for your next deliverance session this book can take you step by step to live a life of freedom your deliverance is in your hand you choice to be free or be bond apostle dr simon in this book cover different areas of your life that you can be delivered from the teaching on this book are practical

**Who Needs Deliverance? 2020-06-04**

identifies specific demons spirits strongholds and other elements of darkness and offers biblical teachings and strategies for defeating them and achieving self deliverance
Manual for the Deliverance Worker 2001

A manual to guide in healing and deliverance from diseases assisting in the following steps 1 first we should seek god for deliverance and healing this means applying the principles of casting out demons and anointing with oil for healing 2 second we should fast and pray to the lord for our deliverance and healing we should allow time for god to answer us this may not be a short period of time 3 third if god does not heal or deliver us from the infirmity seek the medical profession for curative medicines or even operations 4 fourth have someone take us through deliverance or do self deliverance for any spiritual effects of taking pharmaceuticals or of the cutting of the flesh break and return evil curses that may have been put upon you

A Deliverance Training Manual 2012-04

what do you do when you need freedom and there is no one available to help what do you do when the amount of satanic concentration against your life is so thick that pastors dare not help for fear of the backlash what do you do when the enemy has separated you from friends and family and you can t find one person to agree with you what do you do when your presence brings irritation and attacks to anyone you come into contact with what do you do when unexplained demonic activities invade your home the answer is simple the method may not be deliverance is the answer so what do you do when there is none to deliver the good news is that jesus christ will deliver you the holy spirit brings about deliverance through yielded human beings therefore it stands to reason that if the extension cord is missing you will need to plug yourself directly into the outlet of power will it be easy it may or may not be easy deliverance can be compared to delivering a baby it may be hard long and involve a lot of effort and pain or it can be quick and easy either way the results are worth
the effort in his song hear the footsteps of Jesus William J. Kirkpatrick asked wilt thou be made whole the question still lingers today do you hear Jesus calling you to be made whole

SELF DELIVERANCE MANUAL 2021-01-26

the children’s deliverance manual is a powerful tool in the hands of parents and caregivers who are devoted to the ministry of raising God fearing children. Children are the most valuable gifts God has given us; their value is indescribable to our churches, society and this world. They are our future. Our goal as Christian parents and ministers should be to raise our children in the fear, honor and admonition of the Lord. This book equips you for your reasonable service in ministering deliverance to our children.

Deliverance and Spiritual Warfare Manual 2014

the purpose of this manual deliverance training 201 is to provide each and every believer with the tools necessary to bring health, healing, and wholeness into individuals’ lives as well as their own. It is our experience that many believers who receive deliverance have difficulty maintaining that deliverance or staying free from the bondage that once plagued them. This manual will provide support by delivering an understanding as to how the bound person got into the situation they’re in as we begin the journey to understanding why we do the things we do. We will begin to heal this journey towards deliverance and healing will give us empathy for others as we get healed and delivered we eventually begin to live without being angry when we’re no longer judgmental and critical. It will eventually lead others to come to us for answers. The body of Christ has been sent to provide solutions to man’s problems not
participate in them one of the greatest benefits of getting yourself delivered is you can then help others the more we help others the more we ourselves are healed. deliverance 201 will also focus on how demons spirits operate where they reside and the various methods they have for invading a person’s life additionally it tackles many common misconceptions of deliverance and removes the mysticism surrounding deliverance healing and wholeness topics covered where demons reside understanding strongholds understanding the strongman renewing the mind how to stay free common misconceptions of deliverance ministry

Healing Deliverance Manual 2016–11–07

a guide to deliverance ministry explains the biblical record and clarifies what a deliverance ministry is and how it functions in the church of today

Catholic Deliverance Manual 2018–03

a manual to assist in deliverance from sexual demons and sins

Self-Deliverance Manual 2021–02–23

the way you think matters if satan could get you to feel defeated in your thoughts then he can also cause defeat in your actions this rejected way of thinking develops into living in a spiritual grave a person with a grave mindset is faithless fruitless purposeless and powerless though they desire to prosper they are bound in their thinking in order for them to be free they must experience the power of a renewed mind it’s time for you to win to live in the abundance and freedom that is accessible in christ this book provides you with powerful prayers bold decrees and declarations
it is packed with the rhema word of god for you to overcome grave thoughts and behaviors

**Children's Deliverance Manual 2020-05**

deliverance 101 is the first of courses we use to train believers in the deliverance and healing ministry of Jesus Christ no longer can we afford to treat the ministry of deliverance like Cinderella this course brings respect and accountability back to the local church and ministries and reminds them of the high calling in all of the various dimensions of the Lord's ministry this course is a must for all believers but especially for church leaders, ministers, and pastors

**Deliverance Training Manual - 201 2017-03-10**

destroy the works of the enemy will liberate those who struggle with oppression and depression this book will teach readers how to exercise their authority as Christians over all the works of the enemy

**Deliverance from Evil Spirits 2009-02**

behind enemy lines deliverance manual workbook will provide you with the tools to attain freedom from sin and live a victorious lifestyle this information will assist anyone in getting delivered from all type of sin the process is the same despite the stronghold most believers struggle with sensual desires the prime target of this manual is sexual perversion such as fornication, masturbation, adultery, pornography, homosexuality, fantasy, incubus, and succubus spirits God has torn me down and built me up in the spirit once the Lord Jesus Christ changed my life there is no hint of
residue after surrendering to the call of god i am here today with the keys of deliverance to unlock others from bondage

**Sexual Deliverance Manual 2016-11-15**

a deliverance manual dealing with issues pertaining to the end times

**Annihilating the Grave Mindset 2021-04-21**

kingdom deliverance ministries deliverance manual will equipt you with the basic tools needed to minister deliverance to individuals or to the masses this book takes a biblical look at the root causes for deliverance along with practical applications

**A Manual for the Deliverance Worker 1990**

the misconception on the subject of soul ties within the body of christ has put us in a place of vulnerability towards the deceptions and attacks of the enemy nowadays some people are knowledgeable on the subject of soul ties in relation to sexual soul ties but most people are completely oblivious to the emotional psychological and spiritual side of soul ties being considerably unaware that not all soul ties are formed through sex but some originate through other means that are subtle and least expected hence this book aims to reveal and expose how soul ties can form spiritually emotionally mentally or psychologically without you realising using the word of god and help of the holy spirit this book discusses what exactly a soul tie is ways they form the manipulative effects they can have on you whilst giving prayerful action plans you can take to sever through them this manual book is perfect for those who want to grow in christ and be freed from soul ties
Basic Deliverance Manual 2012-12-31

from death into real life gene earline marie moody 14930 jefferson highway baton rouge la 70817 5217 1 225 755 8870 internet stan elizabeth madrak demonbuster com bloodofjesus demonbuster com gene b moody bedelivered com gene moody bedelivered com this is the testimony of my family earline my wife marie my daughter and byron my son we were married in 1955 by dr lee roberson who had a practice of not marrying anyone who was not a christian little did we realize then what a difference it makes for both spouses to be christians and for god to control your family we give god the credit for our successful marriage of 43 years we were average christians who never had really done anything very bad or very good although i had held most of the positions in the church there was not much love in my heart for others nor did we see much love in the many churches we attended as i moved around the united states following the engineering profession worship services were more of a formality earline had a number of miscarriages thyroid and parathyroid were completely removed as a teenager the doctors said that we could not have any children earline began praying and in 1960 god rewarded us with a beautiful boy we named byron two years later god gave us a beautiful baby girl we named marie they were all the children we could have because of earline s health we went to traditional churches they did not teach us about the miracle working god we did not see the miracles of god for twenty years after several medical checkups culminating in a 500 00 one in 1973 it was conclusively proven that earline had no thyroid or parathyroid according to the doctors she could not be alive but was doing fine at 40 years of age we later recognized that our children were medical miracles we had a near perfect family for 12 1 2 years then tragedy struck byron climbed a tree and touched a 4000 volt power line and fell 50 feet we really began to see god at work in our lives i would like for earline to tell what happened we still don t understand why it had to happen or what all god has done for us on may 22 1973 my world came to a crushing halt as the
children played two neighbors came over to join me for tea the children came in for cookies and went out again byron stood by my chair his arm on my shoulder gave me a little hug and said some day he would climb a tree to the very top turned on the run and said you re a nice mom went out the door and climbed a tall cottonwood soon one of the children said that byron had fallen out of the tree one look at byron and i knew only god could help him marie and i began to pray as never before nothing in my life had prepared me for this moment no faith in god rose to meet this crisis on the way to the hospital we became sure that god didn t love us or he would never have let this happen having nothing else to cling to we clung to god anyway and psalm 50 15 at the hospital i accused god of not living not caring not being he so lovingly said l love you gene and marie more than you love each other more than you love yourselves i love byron more than you do i couldn t believe him i told god if he didn t do something to prove he loved us and that byron was in heaven i would kill them and myself i told him if byron was not in heaven i didn t want any part of it either with all this fussing at god i could only feel love coming to me he said all things are his including the tree the power line and all the earth according to psalm 50 10 12 i heard myself telling satan to remove death from byron in the name of jesus byron lived on as a miracle i didn t know this was possible rebuking satan in jesus name after gene arrived i told all god had said we could not believe that god really was talking we didn t know he talked today as we prayed together god assured us of his love and his everlasting knowledge

Deliverance 101 2018-05-30

every believer is called to set the captives free from the author of power to deliver this step by step ministry manual for individuals and teams contains practical instruction on how to bring spiritual deliverance to oppressed and tormented people who desire freedom through a sound biblical foundation specific and direct prayers
and proven tools this manual provides a clear concise way to build a ministry team helps you determine who qualifies for this type of ministry and walks you through a succinct process of confronting demonic influence in the life of the ministry recipient you will be equipped to avoid common pitfalls and operate effectively in deliverance ministry the manual includes overview of demonic influence and spiritual deliverance training in building and operating a deliverance team step by step instructions for each level of deliverance prayers to use during ministry pre and post ministry forms for teams and recipients in an age of growing darkness every christian needs a fruitful healthy and simple way to help people with their spiritual needs this clear and comprehensive manual can be used personally in altar ministry or by deliverance teams

Depression: The Deliverance Manual 2023-07-04

pastor dennis perez takes an 18 month snapshot of his life that covers his final 6 months of his 15 years in the occult world of santeria espiritismo then takes you on a riveting journey in search of a path out of darkness capturing his deliverance and his 1st year into the glorious light of jesus christ of nazareth pastor perez s testimony explains the practical application of santeria espiritismo exposing various rituals during his 15 years 10 years experience in studying the torah bible from a hebrew perspective under the leadership of dr apostle elba f castillo who taught deliverance patterned after the ministry of jesus christ pastor perez presents information on such topics as explains the rank of the orishas he dealt with and how to effectively remove their legal rights revoke blood pacts destroy agreements with satan cleansing your blood line effectively revoking satan s legal access to you your children steps in receiving ministering deliverance not just a person but also your apartment house or place of business maintaining deliverance self deliverance your true identity binding and loosing demons fasting praying keys that jesus spoke about
when dealing with high ranking demons principalities practical biblically founded tools for the deliverance minister answers to commonly asked questions and more pastor perez also included prayers declarations decrees that eradicate the legalities of the domain of darkness deliverance sample questionnaire to assist in the narrowing down the railing spirit that you re dealing with

The Freedom Manual 2013

designed to last 10 to 12 weeks this powerful training manual is full of scriptures illustrations instructions teaching tips and in depth lessons that will thoroughly prepare any teacher to train students in the ministry of deliverance includes a liability form a deliverance check list a homework assignment a test with an answer key access to the author and a certificate of completion to be given to those who finishes the course you have everything you need to launch your own training class and releasing matured and equipped believers into the ministry of casting out devils

Destroy the Works of the Enemy 2018-04-29
	his book is designed to teach you how to minister deliverance effectively with skill it will also teach you about spiritual warfare and how to exercise your authority as a believer

Behind Enemy Lines Deliverance Manual Workbook 2016-11

the prayer quake breakthrough deliverance manual is a powerful compendium of prayers designed to wage warfare against the satanic forces of darkness at work against every area of your life these prayers are reminiscent of the desperate cry of isaiah in
Isaiah 64:1-2 that God would rip the heavens apart and come down that the mountain would melt at His presence and that God would make Himself known to His enemies. It is this urgent cry for help which has pervaded the lives of many people who are crying out desperately for divine intervention that has led the author to develop a series of prayers focused on inviting the power of God to come down and fight against every enemy militating against your life destiny, family, career, business, and ministry. Chains will be broken, yokes will be destroyed, and burdens will be lifted as you invite the power of God to come down and make Himself known to your enemies who are fighting against you relentlessly. I don't know what you are going through today, but I prophetically declare to you that help is on the way. Stuck between a rock and a hard place, help is on the way. Struggling financially to make ends meet, help is on the way. Feeling to quit and give up, now help is on the way. Pressures and struggles of life are seeking to drown you in despair, help is on the way. Whatever situation you are facing right now, lift your hands and shout, help me Lord! May the God who answers by fire give you the victory today.

**End Times Deliverance Manual 2013-01-01**

School of deliverance is a 8 weeks practical ministry training manual written by best-selling author Apostle Dr. Moses Mukwiza. This book's aim is to present truths from the word of God to you so that you can be equipped and properly trained for deliverance ministry. With over twenty years of apostolic and prophetic ministry, the author brings a wealth of lifetime experiences and practical insight that will take you to your next level in God and in deliverance ministry.
The Ministry of Deliverance 2016-08-30

Breaking Soul Ties 2018-03-20

Mini Deliverance Manual 2019

Power to Deliver Ministry Manual 2020-07-25

Deliverance Manual 2017-01-02

Deliverance: Our Kingdom Mandate (Instructor's Manual) 1999-01-01

How to Minister Deliverance 2015-05-06
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